
Sharpening stones

Don’t buy one with holes in, these are only suitable for sharpening large knives!

Low price range
Start with- A dual sharpening stone, this may be a whetstone (use with water) or an oilstone
(use with oil), these will be rough on one side and smoother on the other, buy two stones
which cover a range of grits for example 400/1000 and 1000/6000. They may be ungraded,
in which case just use the one then move onto finishing. These vary in price from £8 up so
you can choose your quality and price range.

Finish with- a piece of fine micromesh (any mesh 3000+) stuck with double sided tape to a
hard surface OR a piece of Gesswein or 3M lapping or microfinishing film, from 9 down to 1
micron which is equivalent to 8000 grit. These are much tougher than fine emery papers.

Medium price range
Start with- A rough diamond stone around 400 grit, a good one might cost you £35-£60 such
as D.M.T, atoma or lindsayengraving.

Finish with- micromesh as shown above, OR an extra fine ceramic stone such as a ruby
stone this will cost more but will last much longer

High price range-
Start with- A rough diamond stone as shown above to remove material quickly

Finish with-
An arkansas stone, a good one will cost you around £70 (cooksons) to £100, for a good
quality one, try to buy from a trusted seller, this will last a long time and be suitable for
refining the face from rough to very smooth.

Or
A set of diamond stones from around 240-2000 (4 stones) followed by a ceramic stone such
as a ruby stone or fine micromesh.

Engraving

Do not buy hss (high speed steel) gravers, buy carbon ones

When I refer to flat gravers 14 = 1.4mm 16 = 1.6mm, round size 6 = 0.6mm etc. Not all
companies use this logical way of sizing so depending on your country and the brand you
may need to work out what these sizes match up to, where you buy them from should have
a conversion chart.

The ‘setters cement’ I refer to is shellac based so if you buy shellac flakes or bars that will be
fine, you don’t need to buy a big block of setters cement as you won’t need massive
amounts, the same with thermo-loc only buy one or two sticks, search ebay if you can’t buy



individual sticks, Jett set plastiform is a lot like thermo loc though you must buy this in a 1lb
pot which will cost you quite a lot.

Graver handles can be purchased most places. I haven’t included ball vices as they aren’t
vital and are quite expensive so if you want one you should shop around in your price range

What gravers you will need

For texturing
Flat 10, 12 or 14
Round 4, 6 and 8
Onglette size doesn’t matter as much, around 1.5mm

For champleve
All of the texturing gravers and
Flat 18 or 20 and 24

Square can be helpful but isn’t completely necessary for champleve, square size does not
matter too much get one between 2mm and 3mm

Suppliers

Here is a list of UK and US suppliers with the item code for each thing, none of the
companies cover everything so you should shop around, I have only covered a few of the
main suppliers, there are others.

UK suppliers

Cooksons
Oilstone- 999 AIU
Arkansas stone- 999 AJB
Micromesh file- 999 DDB
Fine micromesh- 999 DDD
Flat scorpers 999 AYB
Round gravers 999 AYK
Square graver size 2.5mm 999BBM
Onglette spitzstick size 1.3mm 999 CJP

HS walsh
Medium diamond sharpening stone TS61
Fine diamond sharpening stone TS62
Oil stone TC1134
Arkansas stone TA78
Micro mesh TE50
Micro mesh file TP8
Flat graver no.4 TG661



Round graver no.14 TG662
Square graver 2.5mm TG651
Onglette 1.45mm TG663
Thermo-loc (you only need 2 sticks) TB993665A
Shellac stick (setters cement) HS136
Setters cemnet slab- TW55

-Workshop heaven fine tools for a 3m sharpening film sample pack £10, they also have a
block of ‘float glass’ which you stick the film to.

-Cousins, Shellac (setters cement) in flakes and sticks

-Betts metal sales, Standard graver sharpening fixture with post

US suppliers

Contenti
Arkansas bench stones 440-503
Oil stone 440-606
Muller carbon round graver 251-550
Muller carbon square graver 251-576
Muller carbon flat graver 251-536
Onglette graver 2mm  251-712
Shellac (setters cement) flakes 510-636
Grs standard sharpening fixture 510-636

Rio grande
Oil stone 113237
Arkans stone double sided 113524
Grs standard graver sharpening fixture 118095
Orange flake shellac (setters cement) 118066
Rio grande only have hss gravers

Otto frei
Flat graver carbon vallorbe 136.136MAIN
Flat graver carbon  E.C Muller 136.476MAIN
Round graver carbon vallorbe (these have a flatter curve so will act different to mine, for the
same texture use the E.C. Muller ones) 136.180MAIN
Round graver carbon E.C. Muller 136.550MAIN
Onglette size 3 carbon 136.438MAIN
Square graver size 6/ 2.5mm 136.584MAIN
Swiss setters shellac 112.233

-Lindsay air gravers, airgraver.com, diamond bench stones for $39 dollars each, a ceramic
bench stone for fine finishing $59


